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CONVOCATION: Dr. Paul Farmer
Chelsea Johnson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Tuesday Apr. 22, medical
anthropologist Dr. Paul Farmer
delivered Lawrence’s spring convocation, titled “In the Company
of the Poor.”
Associate Professor of
History Monica Rico introduced
him as an “internationally recognized expert on treating infectious diseases,” sharing with the
full chapel his accomplishments
to date, including a MacArthur
Foundation fellowship and a
position as U.N. Special Adviser
to the Secretary-General on community-based medicine and lessons from Haiti.
Farmer began his convocation with a discussion of his
origins in global health work at
Duke University, plugging the
advantages of a liberal arts edu-

Students and faculty listen to Paul Farmer’s convocation speech.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

cation.
“I did what you’re doing
now, taking advantage of a university and a liberal arts education where you can study whatever you want,” he said.
For Farmer, his interest in
medicine led him to take “any
class with the M word,” including
a medical anthropology course.
“It opened my mind to a lot
of things that had been out here
but I hadn’t been able to see,”
Farmer said.
From research on migrant
farm workers for a student newspaper, Farmer became interested in Haiti, where he went after
graduation, working in a local
clinic, the start of his work in
international global health.
One of the innovations of
Farmer’s work is the focus on

See page 2

Student-organized event Model UN holds simulation to
explores rape culture explore international drug policy
Mackenzie Rech

Associate Web Manager

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

On Apr. 19, sophomore and
Ormsby Residence Life Advisor,
Aiden Campbell organized and
hosted the discussion “We Need
to Talk: Consent and Rape Culture
at LU” in response to vandalism
that appeared on a bulletin board
he created about consent.
Within six hours of posting
the bulletin board, phrases such
as “consent is my dick” and “never
ask” appeared on the board
and parts of the display were
destroyed. Campbell removed the
bulletin board later that week, but
felt that the events that took place
were telling of a greater issue and
warranted further discussion.
“I decided it was high time
to start a constructive dialogue
in the student community so as
to promote awareness of rape
culture and to brainstorm possible solutions to these problems,”
Campbell said.
Torrey Smith, a freshman and
resident of Ormsby, was shocked
by the events and chose to attend
the discussion to learn more
about the issue.
“Up until the beginning of
this term, I was completely ignorant of there being even any rape
culture here at Lawrence. I decided to further educate myself on
the issue, as I felt that I personally did not know enough about

the subject but wanted to help
bring about change in any way
possible,” Smith said.
Rape culture is a term often
used to describe the mindset and
culture associated with sexual violence in society. Tracy Johnson,
a sophomore and the President
of Lawrence’s Downer Feminist
Council, underlines her definition
of rape culture.
“Rape culture is created and
sustained when acts of sexual
assault are normalized, excused,
tolerated, or even permitted. The
vandalism on the second floor of
Ormsby is a physical manifestation of an endemic rape culture
both at Lawrence and outside of
the ‘bubble’,” Johnson said.
While the vandalism is
regarded by many as one example
of the mindset that is associated
with rape culture, it seems that it
is not the only indication of this
broad issue. Smith describes an
incident that also recently happened in Ormsby and affected
people that are friends of hers.
“Some of my close friends
were terrorized at three in the
morning by individuals yelling
obscenities who kicked in their
window, which was fortunately
blocked by a wardrobe to prevent them from entering the
room. These individuals then
entered the dorm and harassed
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Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

_______________________

On Apr. 19, Lawrence’s Model
United Nations club met to simulate international discussion on
redefining the UN’s illicit drug
policy. Participants each represented a nation’s stance on the
legalization issue and discussed
an agreed-upon definition of “illicit,” and policy across international
borders, all in the structured UN
conference format.
“The international news in
the U.S. is talking about decriminalization of certain drugs and
in the international community
there is the same push as well,”
chief legal and senior Babajide
Ademola said. “Even though the
UN ODC is taking a lot of flak for
it, they’re dealing with it through
their policies.”
The conference occurred in
light of fairly recent international
changes in legalization of weed.
On Mar. 4, Uruguay legalized the
production and sale of marijuana. The International Narcotics
Control Board, a UN panel, later
criticized the decision. The UN
INCB does have control of production and transport of legal medical drugs but technically can not
“punish” countries by stopping
that production.

The simulated conference
lasted three hours with students
representing the U.S., Iran, the
Netherlands, and the World Health
O rga n i z a t i o n ( W H O ) . Re g u l a r
members attended as well as two
students from international relations and politics courses.
“This conference is looking to
change the definition of what the
UN Office of Drugs and Crime considers an illicit drug,” explained
Ademola. “Right now they [the
UN] don’t differentiate between
drug types. It’s more geographical
in the sense that if a drug is moved
across borders in an illicit way,
that is considered an illicit drug.”
The U.S. is a signatory to
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Students Fabian Sinvert and Nathan Whiteman discuss the legalization of illicit drugs
as part of Model UN event.
Photo by Michael Hubbard
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the UN drug control treaty but
does not include the states of
Washington and Colorado. States
are not required to make marijuana illegal although the U.S. is
supposed to attempt to override
legalization attempts.
“So I thought, why don’t we
change what the whole organization is built upon? It would be
something really interesting to
talk about and it would bring a
wide variety of Lawrence students
from different areas and fields
into it,” Ademola said.
Besides planning the event
close to date of Apr. 20 to appeal
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World
News

What’s going on
outside of campus.

Paul Farmer speeking about his experiences in Haiti and Rwanda.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Convocation

continued from page 1
global health equity, or a belief
that standards of health care
should be the same for any person
in any country. Farmer cites his
experience of being hit by a car in
Haiti as making clear how unequal
current health care access is.
“I had access to hospitals,
to insurance,” Farmer said. “Stop
and think, what is it like not to
have those things? To be a poor
American family, to be in Haiti?

Rape Culture
continued from page 1

another girls’ floor before finally
being kicked out by Security. The
emotional damage caused by this
event is extremely significant,”
Smith said.
Steph Courtney, a senior and
student representative for SHARB,
also describes a time when she
personally experienced rape culture.
“I’ve been catcalled and

This is not a prudent way to run
affairs.”
In the pursuit of global health
equity, Farmer and Partners in
Health, the non-profit he cofounded, rely on a three-part
delivery platform for health care:
local community health care
workers, clinics, and hospitals.
“I was fascinated by how he
demonstrated his efforts not only
provide a space for health care
but provide a space for where the
local community can provide the
health care,” sophomore Razan
Anabtawi said. “Even though he

didn’t stress this a lot, it was an
important point. It applies to
other aid initiatives worldwide.
Making sure you’re going there
not only to help, but making sure
your help will be sustained from
within.”
For some, Farmer’s convocation was a call to action. As Rico
said in her introduction, quoting from Farmer’s own writings,
“None of us are exempt from the
moral claims placed on us by the
poor and the suffering.”
But for some, the convocation
didn’t quite articulate those moral

claims.
”I was hoping for something
that would connect Lawrence students to a need to act, and I didn’t
get it,” Anabtawi said.
The last convocation for the
year is Honors Convocation on
May 29, where Professor of Music
nd Chair of Keybord Studies,
Cathy Kautsky will give a talk
titled “Whispered Doubts and
Shouted Convictions: What are
These Composers Saying?”

harassed plenty on campus, and
while I might have the courage
to yell back at them, I still feel
unsafe and uncomfortable, and I
know most other students have
shared that experience with me,”
Courtney said.
While there are those who
express frustrations, many also
feel hopeful. Campbell felt positively about the number of people
that chose to attend the discussion and the goals that were articulated during the conversation.
“One of the biggest [goals] is
to integrate rape culture aware-

ness and education into the CORE
program so as to expose new
Lawrentians to the problem early.
We’re hoping this early awareness
will help better prepare students
to manage rape culture and stand
up for each other when needed,”
Campbell said.
Other Lawrentians echoched
Cambell’s sentiments and believe
that this discussion was a step in
the right direction.
“I feel so lucky to take in new
perspectives to try to find new
resources and options for making
the Lawrence community a little

more safe and comfortable for all
of us. I thought the wide variety
of voices in the room and Aiden’s
wonderful facilitating made for
a great talk. Most importantly,
we all came away with ideas for
action,” Courtney said.
“Aiden did a wonderful job in
taking the first steps, and now it’s
all of our responsibility to make
sure that this issue continues to
be widely talked about,” Smith
said.

• The Port Authority
of New York and New
Jersey have once again
stalled the construction
of the new 80-story
tower at the site of the
World Trade Center.
• Ultra –Orthodox Jews
protest against new
laws that would require
them to be included in
the draft.
• Almost all chemical
weapons specified
under a deal negotiated
between Syria, the
United States, and
Russia have been
removed from Syria
• Ebola kills more
than 140 people in
Guinea and Liberia. 230
suspected or reported
cases have been
recorded.
• China seizes Japanese
cargo ship over unpaid
debts claimed from two
Chinese ships leased in
1936
Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

Upcoming Events
Friday 4.25.14
4:30pm “Charisma and Succession in the Shahnameh” , Main
Hall 201
5:00pm Holocaust remembrance weekend: Reception, Warch
226
8:00pm Ein Deutsches Requiem, op.45 by Johannes Brahms,
Chapel

7:00pm BraVada Garrett-Akinsanya , Ph.D. Clinical applications
of gender and race, Cinema
7:30pm GLOW Presents: Kink Workshop, Steitz 102
7:30pm “Women in the Iron Age” by Professor Hrvoje
Potrebica, Wriston 224
8:00pm WLFM Presents: Tele Novella and Vic & Gab, Warch
224

Saturday 4.26.14
10:00am Greenfire Earth Week Festival , Main Hall Green
4:30pm Student Film Festival, Cinema

Tuesday 4.29.14
12:00pm Littlest Tumor Foundation Info Session, Warch 308

Sunday 4.27.14
Admitted Student Days
Monday 4.28.14
Admitted Student Days
3:10pm Toward Effective Biomarkers for Head and Neck Cancer:
or...Why a Lawrentian Could Cure Cancer , Steitz 102

Wednesday 4.30.14
8:00pm LU NAMI Meditation, Memorial Hall 004
Thursday 5.1.14
6:30pm Sextravaganza , Warch 226
7:00pm Scarff Professor Lecture: “Where is Pope Francis
Coming From?” , Steitz 102
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THE LAWRENCE DIFFERENCE

by Erin Davis

The True and Supreme Voice of
Lawrence University

Graduating Soon?

Model UN

continued from page 1
to a wide variety of students, one
purpose of the conference was
also to draw in potential members with a topic unusual to most
Model UN meetings.
The meeting was a rare noncrisis simulation because it did
not deal with a global conflict or
humanitarian issue, and therefore
was a more informal committee.
First-time participants paused
during proceedings to ask qwuestions about jargon, structure of
the conference, and the meaning
behind the UN drug policy they

would ensure that Lawrentians
are practically, and not just intellectually, ready to move on to the
next stage of life. Additionally,
there should be a requirement
in which all graduating seniors
would need to mentor freshmen
and be mentored by an adult from
Lawrence or the greater Appleton
community.
Next, there is one important
unwritten rule of graduation: prepare your pranks. You can get an
in-hand shocking device for when
you shake the president’s hand
that sends 40 volts through his
body. You can put a large “H” on
the top of your mortarboard and
have another friend use it as a
remote control helicopter landing pad. Organize each member of
the senior class to give the president a brick and a rubber duckie
in exchange for their diplomas.
Have one person sneak in a jaw
harp. Set your phone to the mosquito ring tone during the commencement ceremony to annoy
everyone and their mothers. Mark
Burstein could pull a prank on the
graduates by telling them that one
lucky graduate (the person who
finds car keys taped under their
chair) gets a free car. When everyone finds a key, he would proceed
to announce that they are all fake
keys and that nothing in this life is
in fact free.
There you have it: a secret
guide to making it to and through
graduation. If you choose to disregard this, that is fine too. A
diploma is just a piece of paper
anyway—you can just tell employers that you basically did all the
work anyway.
“You heard it first from
Specht Pages”
were analyzing. Participants finally drafted a resolution to the UN
OCP policy.
“That’s one of the things I
really like about Model United
Nations, we really do have a balanced perspective,” Ademola said.
“We stand for social issues, human
rights, but I would say that moreso we are about learning some of
the technical aspects of it too.”
The debate on legalization
of marijuana will continue on all
levels of government from the
state to the international level,
but meanwhile, Lawrence students seem determined to stay
informed.

Next week’s question: Do you believe greater
patriotism should be fostered within the Lawrence
community?

To participate in the poll, go to http://lawrentian.com

Seniors cross the final hurdle: graduation requirements.

Dining in Dairyland

Are you a senior with just a
few weeks left until graduation?
Are you not sure if you are going
to be allowed to graduate? Hello
and welcome to Specht Pages,
the true and supreme voice of
Lawrence University. In this celebratory 41st issue, we will guide
you through the existing graduation requirements and also suggest a few more. So sit back, relax
and join us in dedicating this edition of Specht Pages to wishing
long time Specht Pages friend,
Tristan Tucker, a very adequate
birthday.
To begin, there are some very
important things that if you have
not already done, need to be done
immediately (as of press time).
These include submitting the
application to graduate, declaring your major, submitting your
senior experience title, completing your senior experience, making sure your degree requirements are all met, auditioning for
the commencement concert, buying your mortarboard and gown
and meeting with your academic
adviser.
In addition, Specht Pages
would like to introduce a number
of new graduation prerequisites.
There should be a sporting event
requirement in order to graduate. If you haven’t attended at
least six sporting matches in your
time at Lawrence, you wouldn’t
be allowed to graduate without
paying an additional fee. Next,
Lawrentians should be required
to pass a “Basic Life Skills Test.”
This would ensure that no student
is allowed to graduate without
baseline knowledge of cooking,
personal finance, cleaning, sewing, car maintenance and diagnostics, hunting and CPR. This

Green Leaf Chips
The greens in this recipe can be any kind you
want. Some varieties are kale, Swiss chard, broccoli leaves and mustard greens. If using kale, try
not to get dinosaur kale (Lacinato/Tuscan kale,
the stuff with the bubbled appearance) as it is
difficult to dry thoroughly after washing and during the cooking. It is also difficult to coat dinosaur
kale with the other ingredients.
Ingredients
•
Any amount of leafy greens
•
Olive oil
•
Salt
•
Pepper

Required Materials
•
Paper towels for drying and cooking
•
A large bowl
•
A microwave

Dining in Dairyland
brought to you by
Susannah Miller

Method
Rinse your greens in
water, making sure to get all
the grit off. Dry the leaves as
thoroughly as you can. Strip
them from the rib of the leaf
and rip them into bits the size
of half your palm. Put all pieces of the leaves into the large
bowl and dribble a couple of
teaspoons of olive oil on top.
Add a generous sprinkle of
salt and the same of pepper.
Toss the greens in the oil, salt
and pepper, making sure that
the leaves are at least mostly
moistened by the oil, if not
completely coated.
Place the leaf chips on a
piece of paper towel, but not
so many that they touch or
overlap. Put another piece of
paper towel on top and place
in your microwave. Cook on
high for around three and a
half minutes, or until dry and
crisp.

PolLU

In your opinion, what is the major factor behind Lawrence University’s low four
year graduation rate among students enrolled in four year programs?

Rigorous
Academics
10%
Other
57%

TOTAL VOTERS
52

Inadequate help provided by administration
8%
Degree
requirements
6%
Lack of academic
coordination among
students
19%

SPORTS
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Curling Club established, increases community interaction
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

Although the weather is
becoming hotter, it has never been
cooler to be a curler. The sport of
curling, a game adopted from our
frozen Canadian neighbors and
characterized by sliding stones on
a sheet of ice towards a target
area, has caught on at Lawrence
University. For the first time,
the Curling Club of Lawrence
University (CCLU) has been established and is steadily growing in
popularity on campus.
Senior Dave Spitzfaden,
founder of the group, reflected
on his prodigal inspiration for the
club. “A lot of people would drive
past the Appleton Curling Club on
the way to Woodman’s [Foods],”
he said. “There was a lot of interest to see what it was like. We

decided to open it up to the entire
campus to see what the sport was
all about and really embrace this
piece of Wisconsin culture.”
Curling, it turned out, was
a lot more than drinking maple
syrup and eating cheese
curds. Due to a gross
ignorance of the
game’s many
intricacies,
Spitzfaden
and
the
other members of the
burgeoning
group took an
opportunity to
participate in the
Appleton Curling
Club’s “Learn to Curl”
league.
In this league, a member of
the Appleton club taught students
the rules and finer points of curling and educated curling club

members. “It was clear that Dave
had no idea what he was doing,”
said sophomore Cam Davies. “The
club needed proper instruction
and we got that from the ‘Learn to
Curl’ league.”
Apart from learning
to curl, the CCLU has
organized several
other
curling
related events.
During
the
2014 Winter
Olympics,
members of
the
curling
club gathered
to watch the
professionals
compete on the
world-wide stage. “I
was inspired by watching
those talented people,” said senior
Kevin Fitzgerald. “I now have a
real passion for curling.”
The curling club has also

staged an awards ceremony that
helped boost morale and improve
intra-club relations within the
new organization. Events like
these help to keep CCLU a very
fun and easy-going organization.
Looking ahead, the curling
club hopes to improve its on-campus presence. With Spitzfaden
graduating this year, freshman
Nathan Ley will take the helm as
president of CCLU for the 2014-15
school year.
Although most curling club
events will be put on hold until
more appropriate weather, the
club plans on helping to make
recreational curling more available for Lawrence students. Next
year, there will be opportunities to
curl on the Ormsby Pond as well
as continued participation in the
“Learn to Curl” league.

Kossow, Gordon pace baseball against Carroll, Northland
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

Coming off a big 24-11 conference victory over Carroll
University (8-14, 3-6 MWC), the
Lawrence University baseball
team (4-16, 2-3 MWC) had a challenging pair of non-conference
doubleheaders this weekend. On
Saturday, April 19, the Vikings
traveled to Illinois to face Knox
College (13-12), who defeated
Lawrence 19-9 and 7-3. Following
that, Northland College (11-11)
came to Appleton and downed
the Vikings 8-3 and 6-4 at Whiting
Field on Monday, April 21.
Saturday’s opener began
in the Vikings’ favor. After four
innings, LU was up 6-4. The Knox
Prairie Fire came back, scoring
nine times in the fifth to pull
ahead. Despite scoring twice in
the fifth and once in the seventh,
Lawrence came up short with a
final score of 19-9.

Senior Sam Kossow led the
Vikings by going 4-for-5 from the
plate. Senior Aaron Benz, juniors
Davis Ogilvie, Jake Gordon and
Joel Birch and freshmen Brandon
Vamarasi and Brandon Klar had
two hits each.
The Prairie Fire used momentum they had built up earlier in
the day to gain a second victory.
Lawrence registered the game’s
first run in the fourth inning.
However, Knox scored went on a
7-2 run for the rest of the game,
bringing the final score to 7-3.
Gordon led Lawrence going 3-for5 and Vamarasi contributed two
hits of his own.
On Monday, the Vikings
failed to capitalize on their home
field. In the afternoon’s opener,
Northland College was up 7-0
going into the sixth inning when
junior Luke Zablocki nailed a
three-run homer to narrow the
lead to 7-3. Northland added a
run in the seventh to secure the
8-3 victory.
Up 2-0 in the fifth, Northland

began the game with a similar
lead. Lawrence scored three times
to pull just ahead. The Northland
Lumberjacks retaliated with two
runs in the sixth, but the Vikings
kept up with another to tie the
game at 4-4. The Lumberjacks
added a pair of unearned runs in
the tenth to take a second victory
with a final score of 6-4. Gordon

went 3-for-5 again, and Benz and
Zablocki added two hits each.
This weekend Lawrence will
face first-ranked Ripon College
(12-10, 5-1 MWC) at home on
Saturday, April 26, and again on
Red Hawk territory on Sunday,
April 27. Both competitions begin
at 1 p.m.

Alex York
Staff Writer

______________________

In a meet rich with conference competition, the Vikings of
Lawrence University stacked up
quite well against their opponents.
At the St. Norbert Invitational in
De Pere, WI last Thursday, both
the men’s and women’s teams
showed their potential.
“The people that competed
[on Thursday], competed well,”
noted senior Dan Thoresen,
referring to the fact that a large
percentage of the team could
not attend the meet due to class
conflicts and a bout of sickness.
Thoresen went on, “However, we
showed just a little bit of what we
can do later on.”
The women’s team was able
to pick up an individual victory
on their way to finishing third
overall in the team standings
behind two serious conference
contenders in St. Norbert and
Ripon. Sophomore Anna Bolgrien
grabbed an extremely tight vic-

See page 5

BASEBALL
TEAM
OVR
North Division
Ripon
13-10
Beloit
13-12
St. Norbert
14-12
Lawrence
5-17
Carroll
8-16
South Division
Cornell
17-9
Grinnell
12-14
Illinois Col.
18-12
Monmouth
13-14
Knox
13-13
SOFTBALL
TEAM
OVR
North Division
St. Norbert
14-15
Carroll
12-21
Lawrence
16-10
Ripon
8-25
Beloit
5-24
South Division
Lake Forest
20-7
Cornell
23-8
Monmouth
18-14
Illinois Col.
10-18
Knox
4-27
Grinnell
0-18

MWC
6-1
4-4
5-6
2-3
3-6
5-3
5-3
7-5
5-7
2-6
MWC
8-4
7-4
7-5
4-9
2-8
11-0
10-3
10-3
4-8
2-11
0-10

MENS TENNIS
TEAM
OVR
MWC
North Division
Carroll
9-10
4-0
Lake Forest
13-12
3-1
St. Norbert
4-12
2-2
Lawrence
4-13
1-3
Ripon
3-14
0-4
South Division
Grinnell
29-5
4-0
Monmouth
12-12
3-1
Knox
6-16
2-2
Cornell
10-13
1-3
Illinois Col.
0-16
0-4
Vikings cheer on their teammates from the duggout
Photo provided

Yang, Brisbois lead outdoor
Softball wins again, goes 3-1
track at St. Norbert invitational
in MWC Competition
tory in the 400-meter hurdle race,
edging the second place runner by
0.05 seconds.
Also adding to the women’s
team’s dominance was sophomore Sophie Yang, who finished
top three in two different events.
With a jump of 3.05 meters, she
tied for second in the pole vault.
She also showed her prowess on
the track with a third-place finish
in the 100-meter high hurdles.
Her time was 17.27 seconds.
The women’s team had other
help from a second place finish in
the 1500-meter run. Kate Kilgus,
a freshman from Carmel, NY,
crossed the line in 5:05.89. Other
third-place finishes came from the
400-meter relay team and from
freshman Kristen Bischel in the
5000-meter run. Each finished in
00:50.17 and 19:06.31 respectively.
The men’s team was paced
by two individual victories. The
first came from senior standout
Jamie Brisbois, who commandingly took the title of the 5000-meter

STANDINGS

Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer

______________________

Wednesday, April 17, was a
great day to be a Viking as the
women’s softball team took out
Ripon in a Midwest Conference
(MWC) double-header at home.
In the first game that day,
the Vikings started off strong and
were up 3-1 by the bottom of the
third. Sophomore Anna Wawiorka
hit 3-3 collecting a home run, a
triple and a double. Assisting on
the offensive attack was senior
Cory Paquette who went 2 for 2
and was able to drive in a run for
the Vikings as well.
It was junior Kara Vance’s
amazing pitching that helped to
seal the win. She allowed only
seven hits, struck out two of the
Red Hawks and did not walk a
single batter. The first game ended
with a score of 4-2.
Pitching for the Vikings was
junior Liz Barthels who allowed
only six hits in six innings. Despite
her strong pitching, the Red
Hawks were up at the bottom of

the sixth, 3-2. Sophomore Tierney
Duffy started the rally which ultimately gave the Vikings the win.
Duffy hit an infield single to start
the team off, but two outs followed back to back.
Fellow sophomore Taylor
Dodson then tied the game at 3-3
with a double. Senior Alex Chiodo
followed up with another double
to score the pinch runner, freshman Rheya Upadhyaya and give
the Vikings the lead once again.
Paquette hit a single to score in
Chiodo and end the game with a
final score of 5-3.
After the sweep against
Ripon, the team was ready to take
on their next MWC competitor,
Carroll Univerisity, on Saturday,
April 19. It was very clear from
the first game that the Pioneer’s
meant business, scoring three
times in the opening inning. The
Vikings rallied in the sixth and
seventh innings, but were unable
to complete the comeback. The
Vikings were eager to win in the
nightcap after losing the first

See page 5

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
April 23, 2014.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

16-10
Softball team’s overall record this year
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Inside LU Intramurals:
Spring Term Edition
Erik Soderlund
Staff Writer

______________________

In the dead of this polar vortex, many have found new life
inside the Wellness Center with
the startup of the 2014 Winter
intramural season. Intramural volleyball, basketball, badminton and
soccer are in full swing and with it
come old rivalries, new stars and
epic games are on the agenda for
this weekly column.
Volleyball
Porky’s Groove Machine tops
the leader board with a 2-0 record
after Matt Lowe and his crew
defeated Kari’s Homecooking
in their double header. Nancy’s
Numbskulls have also started off
the season well, beating Rainbow
Rhinos twice in their own double
header.
Basketball
Three games went down in
basketball and they were all pretty close. Hannah Montana defeated 2 Fresh 38-28, to put them
ahead in the standings alongside
St Vincents. The Monsters unfortunately lost both their games
approaching the season now as
the underdog in last place. 2 Fresh
managed to redeem themselves
in their second game topping
Monsters 48-43.
Badminton
The ever so popular badminton tournament began on

Monday, April 21. With 11 teams
registered, the competition is
stacked. Man Wolfs, consisting of
Karl Schleevogt and David Kozloff,
have started the season strong.
With their two wins they split the
number one spot with The Birdies,
made up of Nigel Schuster and He
Chang. Kari’s Homecooking, Brass
and the Nucks, Cocky Swatters,
and The Cowards 2.0, will all have
to pick up their game this week
after a pair of losses each.

Soccer
Last but not least, soccer had
some interesting results and roster changes. Despite losing key
players in the form of Mattie Horn
and Elyse Daley, the Lucky Strikes
have reinforced their squad with
two seniors on the men’s soccer
team: Charlie Mann and Daniel
O’Mahoney. The new squad lived
up to its reputation as the Lucky
Strikes capped Blood, 9-6. The
newly formed Red Dogs came out
strong in their opener, beating
Blitzkrieg Mongoose 9-1.
Cobras came back this season with an unchanged roster and
performed well, outscoring Kari’s
Homecooking 7-3. Everyone’s
favorite team, OFFL All Stars, the
professors’ team, lost their first
game 4-1 against Red Dogs. Red
Dogs obviously top the standings
right now, with one more game
played than the rest of the competition.
Pick up next week’s issue of The
Lawrentian, as we once again take
you inside LU intramurals.

Athletes of the Week
By: Amanda Ollerer

Alex Chiodo: Softball
Senior Alex Chiodo has been a member of the softball team
for all of her four years at Lawrence. In her senior season, she
is one of the team leaders in fielding percentages with 0.988.
She has a total of 20 hits with 14 runs batted in (RBIs) from
them. Chiodo has also scored 16 runs, herself. With the second
half of their season coming up, Chiodo is poised to continue
her strong season.
1) What is you favorite memory from your time on the
Lawrence softball team?
My favorite softball memory was playing Ripon last year. We
went in not having a big shot at conference. We would have
had to sweep Ripon, which we hadn’t done in a few years.
Before the game we had a great talk as a team to not stress
Chiodo fields a grounder.
Photo provided
and just have fun and enjoy our last games of the season. We
went into into the Ripon games with so much intensity that
I’ve never witnessed before. We had our own decorations up in their dugout and there wasn’t a silent
moment in the dugout. When we were on defense, our bench was louder (with only seven girls in it)
than the Ripon dugout with their whole team in it. At one point I think we almost broke the fence off
their dugout. People were banging on the fence, stomping on the benches, hitting balls on the ceiling,
etc. We had them rattled, and it felt good. We swept them that day and that took us to conference for
the first time in years. It was such an incredible feeling.

3) What is your favorite position to play? Why?
Ironically, it’s the position I play the least. I love the outfield. I played outfield for years when I was
younger and there’s nothing more I love than diving for a ball in the grass or catching a ball on the
warning track. First base is great when I have to make dig plays. Don’t get me wrong; I love catching.
I like to be in charge and boss people around. Batting is my true favorite position to be in, especially
when I’m down in the count with runners in scoring position and 2 outs. Overall, any time I’m challenged and have pressure on me is my favorite position to be in.
2) What would you like to accomplish in your final season at LU?
Truthfully I am just trying to make every game and at bat count. It’s difficult to fathom what it’s like to
hang my cleats up for the last time, so I’m just trying to go out with a bang and enjoy every second. One
thing that I was excited for this year was the possibility in breaking the school record for career walks.
I knew going into this year I was on track to break it, and I am one [walk] away from tying it. It’s more
than just what I do on the field though. What is more important is that I am just trying to enjoy my time
with the team (the bus rides, Florida trip, team dinners, etc.) because honestly my time with them is
what I am going to miss most of all.

Sofie Yang: Outdoor Track & Field

Men’s tennis prepares for
conference championship

Nathan Ley

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

On Friday, April 18, the
Lawrence University men’s tennis
team traveled to Mount Vernon, IA
to face Cornell College. Lawrence
was coming off of back to back
6-3 losses and were looking for a
win in order to break their twogame losing streak before competing in the Midwest Conference
Championships (MWCC).
The Vikings started the
match on a positive note by winning the top three singles matches.
Unfortunately the wins were short
lived. The rest of the nine matches
all went to Cornell College. Cornell
is a non-conference team, but this
match was the last before the
Vikings compete in the MWCC.
Lawrence sophomore Brian
Decorte took the top singles position, winning his first two matches
6-1, 6-4. Freshman David Jumes
followed, taking the second singles position in the super-set tie
breaker after going 7-5, 4-6, 1-0
(10-5) for the day. The Vikings’
final win of the match came from
Senior Jeremy Andereck, who

Track

continued from page 4
run with his time of 15:42.15. He
was a full fifteen seconds ahead of
the next competitor. The second
victory came from the throwing

secured the third singles position
with a super-set tie-breaker and
brought his personal record to
6-7, 6-0, 1-0 (10-7) for the match.
Unfortunately for Lawrence,
the wins stopped there for the
day, as they lost the last three
singles matches. The losses then
carried over into doubles competition, with the Vikings losing all
six doubles matches. This final
loss brought the Vikings’ overall
record to 4-13, a highly disappointing record compared to their
13-7 record last season.
The MWCC, which is to be
held April 25-27, will involve all
conference teams and is the last
chance for Lawrence to break
their three-match losing-streak.
The now 4-13 team is optimistic
as they look ahead to the upcoming championship.
The Vikings will have better chances in the championship,
since competition at the MWCC
is singles only, where Lawrence
has earned most of their wins this
season. Thus, the championships
should be an excellent chance for
the team to place in top seeds for
the conference.
team. Sophomore James Holden
heaved the javelin 44.94 meters
to secure his place on top of the
podium. Holden also separated
himself from the field, throwing a
full two and a half meters beyond
the competition.
J.P. Ranumas also had a solid
day on the hurdle track, add-

Last Thursday, sophomore Sofie Yang came
home with two top-three finishes for the Vikings
at the St. Norbert College Twilight Invitational
at Schneider Stadium. She clinched second
place in the pole vault at a hight of ten feet
and grabbed third place in the 100-hurdles in
just 17.27 seconds. Yang was one of the leading
finishers for Lawrence.
1) What do you think about when you are
doing the pole vault and hurdles?
Both of these events are so technical that any
number of things might be going through
my head. In the hurdles, I try to attack each
hurdle and keep rhythm in between. Pole
vault involves accelerating down the runway,
timing the plant of the pole with jumping
and driving the knee, blocking out the arms
Yang soars in pole vault competition
Photo provided
to create space for a fast long swing, getting
inverted, and turning to hopefully get over
the bar. It’s too complicated to think about much during competition except how fun it is to fly through
the air when you set everything up right.

2) What has been your favorite part of the season thus far?
By far, [my favorite part has been] the barrel rolling antics at the end of the most recent meet. But
really, I enjoy working out with my team and seeing determination and dedication pay off in all aspects
of track and field.

3) What are you most looking forward to for the rest of the season?
I am super excited for our home meet on Saturday, May 3rd! Conference is also an amazing experience
and a great opportunity to keep dropping time and raising the bar.

4)Which event is your favorite to compete in? Why?
I definitely like the 400m hurdles more than the 100m hurdles because while the race is longer, the
hurdles are lower and farther apart. It’s hard to pick between the hurdles and pole vault though; I like
them equally.
ing a couple more notches to
his already decorated belt. The
sophomore nabbed second in the
110-meter high hurdles with his
time of 15.93 seconds. He also
finished fourth in the 400-meter
hurdle race. His time was 1:01.53.
The men’s team finished fourth
overall.

Softball

continued from page 4
game, 6-4.
It was Barthels, once again,
who helped her team out defensively by pitching a five-hit shutout. She struck out one of the
Pioneers and walked none, reg-

istering her third career shutout.
Offensively, great team hitting
pulled scoring runs in the fifth and
sixth innings. The Vikings walked
away with a 2-0 win over the
Pioneers.
Beloit College will travel to
Lawrence Saturday, April 26, for
a doubleheader. Cheer the Vikings
softball team to another victory.
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Earth Day commemorated with two-week celebration
Regan Martin
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

For the past two weeks, Lawrence students have been presented with near-daily
environment-related events. These speakers, films, and bands are all thanks to the
efforts of Greenfire in order to celebrate
Earth Week and spark serious conversations about environmental issues on campus. Seniors and co-presidents of Greenfire,
Catie DeMets and Inanna Craig-Morse, were
able to offer more insight into the two week
event and the goals that Greenfire is hoping
to accomplish.
When asked about the most exciting
event of the Earth Week celebration, both
cited speaker Will Potter as a highlight. “He
was talking about issues that involve all
of us,” said DeMets of the TED fellow who
spoke on Friday April 18 in Esch Hurvis.
“[It was about] social issues and social
justice issues, and what young people can
do to have an impact in modern society.
That can be a daunting task for students,
especially when we’re so busy with our
academic endeavors all the time, but he
really sold why we should care about environmental issues.”
Craig-Morse expanded on the importance of Potter’s talk, saying “His focus is
on eco- terrorism and how that has been
unfairly weighted against environmental
groups, and the rise of deaths of environmental activists globally. I think it’s really
important to look at why environmental

movements have become synonymous with
extremism… how these perceptions have
been developed, and whether they’re a tool
to be used by environmentalists.”
Both also expressed excitement about
events in the second week as well, particularly a screening of the film “GMO OMG”
and the Earth Day festival on Saturday
April 26th, where student organizations
would provide environmentally friendly
crafts
and activi-

ties, as
well as free food
and Stone Cellar
root beer.
But while the
festival was rewarding for both the
organization
and the larger Lawrence community, there
was hard work that went into planning all
of the events. DeMets found the most difficult tasks for the organization to be the
amount of advanced planning. “We’ve been
in contact with these speakers and bands
since January, or even farther back to last
year around earth week, when we decided
who we wanted for next year. Not seeing

Greenfire members advertise Earth Weekend events.
Photo by Laura Lepink.

the fruits of those labors can be challenging, but now it’s coming together really
well.” Craig-Morse found advertising to be
one of the more challenging aspects, particularly around more serious speakers. In
reference to a talk by Wisconsin Secretary
of State Doug La Follette, Craig-Morse said
“It can take some work to advertise for any
event, but he offered a very comprehensive
knowledge base on the history of environmental movements in Wisconsin… he was
a little bit

hard
to garner excitement
about
because it was a
bit sobering, but
we were so grateful that he was
here.”
The
sheer
amount of events
that Greenfire
has offered this year
is impressive, but careful reasoning went
into their choices. The amount of activities
was an attempt to stimulate and sustain
serious conversations about environmental
issues for longer than just one day.
“When we think of earth day, it’s kind
of deceptive; it’s viewed as this one day
we can contribute. But we can contribute

all the time in small ways, and having
the opportunity to bring up environmental
issues is a great way to remind people.”
DeMets explained. “I also think it’s a great
opportunity to show people that not all of
environmentalism is radical or depressing
or extreme. As much as climate change
dominates the movement in the modern
world, there are hopeful elements to the
environmental movement and there are
good people doing good things all the time.”
Craig-Morse expressed a similar hope
of energizing students about environmental topics rather than discouraging them.
“It’s depressing, there’s not a lot of readily available hope, and most speakers you
bring in admit that. It’s easy to fall into a
cycle of working without a lot of outcome
… you want to be involved but it seems like
an uphill battle and you don’t want that to
depress you. We’ve been trying not to fall
into a downward feedback cycle…. we’ve
wanted to look at more alternative ways to
address these issues, and also just to excite
people in general and to build community
and conversation about these issues.”
Based on the turnout and enthusiasm
that students have had for Earth week,
it seems like Greenfire has succeeded.
Upcoming events for Greenfire include a
seed source exchange talk on Friday May
2nd, as well as a natural dyeing workshop
and a panel by the Wisconsin League of
Conservation voters during the week of
May 20.

The EverGreen Grass Band performs on campus as part of the Greenfire Earth Day celebration.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas.

GlobeMed vies for global health house on campus
Adriane Melchert
Staff Writer

______________________________________________

In preparation for next year, many
theme houses are determining whether
or not they want to return next year. In
light of Comedy House’s decision not to
re-apply, sophomore Abby LaBrant is creating a new house under the theme of global
health. With many upperclassmen interested in getting their chance to live in a theme
house, this small house has already sparked
huge interest on campus.
LaBrant is very active in GlobeMed as
the GROW internship coordinator for the
group. GROW, or Grass Roots On-site Work,
allows students from Lawrence to intern
with our partner organization in Rwanda.
She is preparing for her summer work in

Rwanda with the other interns, but wants
to make one thing clear about her new
house --- it is completely separate from
GlobeMed, and anyone interested in global
health is welcome to apply.
“I feel like people think this is a very
specific field,” she says, “but we need
anthropologists, engineers, environmental
studies, and religious studies people to
make strides in Global Health initiatives.”
The concept of international relief in this
subject is not limited to people interested
in medicine, but rather anyone who thinks
their work can be applied to development.
Additionally, LaBrant feels it is an
interesting change in the campus trend
toward similarly themed housing, “There
are not human health houses on campus,
and in general I feel this is an area of study

that deserves more focus.” The interest
in the house certainly shows that many
students agree with this belief. Amidst
the other very worthy interest themes of
conservation and various arts programs,
this house has a real-world focus on helping
people all over the world.
If approved, the Global Health House
has plans to create a community health
volunteer program. As a member of the
Volunteer Services team, LaBrant is interested in using her experience to connect her
residents with volunteer work that relates
to their specific skills. These programs will
be community-and public health-oriented,
including humanities-related opportunities
for students who want their education to be
reaffirmed by their experiences off campus.
“I want the people in this house to really

HELP THE ENVIRONMENT.

feel like they are accomplishing something,
while learning from each other about current issues in global health,” says LaBrant.
The full-circle approach to residence life
makes Global Health House an interesting
housing option for students interested in
immersing themselves in the field.
While there are only eight spots in the
house, all applications are being accepted
until May 4th by email to Abby LaBrant. It
is open to all current students interested in
global health in any facet. Interested students are encouraged to apply, and contact
LaBrant with more questions. This house
represents change on our own campus, but
hopefully it will inspire some larger scale
change as well!

RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!
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Month of activities and events raises awareness of Sexual Assault
Aaron Witter

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________________________

Sexual Assault Awareness Month,
which occurs every April, is a month that
is specifically dedicated to actively tackling
the lack of knowledge about rape and the
culture that perpetuates rape on and off of
college campuses. President Burstein sent
out an email this week authored by the
Sexual Harassment and Assault Resource
Board, SHARB, that detailed the month and
the problems the community faces. This
serious issue is something that very few
want to address, so it is avoided and ignored
in many circles. The goal of the month is to
help people feel comfortable beginning a
conversation about these issues.
The Violence Against Women Act,
reauthorized by President Obama in 2013,
says that 1 in 5 female college students will
have been raped by the time they graduate.
A statistic such as this is one way to garner
attention and help spread awareness, as
ignoring the issue becomes a lot harder
to do when presented with such shocking
information.
“It’s a conversation that needs to happen every month out of the year, so dedicating one month to it and trying to do
as much as we can is just a way to turn
oppression into opportunity. The way to do
that is through education,” said sophomore
Cate Bentley, who is an active feminist
and helped at the tabling for the Downer
Feminist Council.
In the future, they hope to have an
open panel that students can attend to
ask questions of a SANE (sexual assault

nurse examiner) nurse, Scott Radke head of
SHARB, and hopefully a legal advocate from
the sexual assault crisis center.
Ormsby Hall held a panel on rape culture this past weekend, which was led by
sophomore Aiden Campbell. People have
been writing words of encouragement and
support for sexual assault victims at the
panel and tabling. They also defined consent, in general as well as on a more personal level, and made promises to themselves and their partners about ending rape
culture. The plan is to take all of those
ribbons and display them on a big poster in
the campus center.
“If we can open one person’s eyes to
this being an issue on our campus, that’s a
victory to me. Change happens when young
people give themselves permission to actually try to do something,” Bentley said. “A lot
of people think it’s a women’s issue because
most victims are female, but I think it’s a
men’s issue too because 98% of rapists are
male.”
Downer Feminist Council president,
sophomore Tracy Johnson tabled this past
week in the campus center and offered
hand-made buttons and informational
pamphlets to all students. “While the rate
of male-female sexual assault at Lawrence
is fairly consistent with the national average, the male-male rate is much higher.
Lawrence is supposed to be such a safe
place, and that’s how it advertises itself.”
She said, including that the most shocking
thing for students to hear was that sexual
assault even happens on campus. “Part of
the reason the rates on campus are so low
is that people just don’t report it.”

Downer Feminist Council creates custom buttons
Photo courtesy of Cate Bentley

According to SHARB, 11% of women
and 5% of men said they had been touched
sexually against their will in the past 12
months. These numbers far exceed the
number of incidents that students hear
about. This can be good for victim safety
and anonymity, which is paramount, but the

problem this presents is that people don’t
understand what goes on. The mission students must take on is acknowledging that
this horrible thing happens to many familiar people. We owe them that recognition.

7 Days of Service event sends Lawrentians into Appleton
Katie Taber
Staff Writer

_______________________________

The volunteer competition 7 Days
of Service, hosted by the Volunteer and
Community Service Center, is in full swing
as the weeklong competition began on
Saturday, April 19 and will continue until
this Saturday, April 26.
The event offers a $25 Appleton
Downtown gift card to the individual
who completes the most hours of service
throughout the week. A $50 Toppers gift
card is rewarded to the student organization with the most hours.
The kick-off event was a scavenger
hunt held across campus. Students completed an informative trek where they
learned about five of the many volunteer
groups across campus, Building for Kids,

Boys and Girls Club, The Literacy Center,
Habitat for Humanity, Glamour Girls and
Brewster Village.
Each of the groups briefly informed
hunt participants about their partner organization and about how the two collaborate.
Following the information session, each of
the groups had a quick activity to do with
the participants. These activities included
tongue twisters, quizzes, and crafts.
The rest of the week consists of volunteer events held on and off campus. The
Volunteer and Community Service Center is
providing transportation to The Boys and
Girls Club, Riverview, Brewster Village, and
more.
While the volunteer center has provided a variety of volunteer opportunities
for the week, any volunteering completed
by students over the course of the week
counts towards their group and individual
volunteer hour total.

Students participate in activities at the Children’s Museum in downtown Appleton.
Photo by Laura Lepink.

The competition is an opportunity for
students and organizations alike to generate interest in their cause, as well as to get
a lot of good work done with the help of volunteers. Organizations with high numbers
of volunteer hours have an opportunity to
showcase their dedication to service and
will receive recognition for the work they
are doing to help in our community.
7 Days of Service is also helping to
bring groups together. As each group competes against each other, individual members are united by their ultimate goal of
beating the other organizations on campus.
The Volunteer and Community Service center fuels the rivalry by updating the campus
of the leading teams and individuals each
day.
Students also learn about regular volunteer opportunities through the volunteer
events held throughout the week. Each of
the groups holding events would benefit

from having regular volunteers to help with
their organization.
The Casino Day at Brewster Village is a
one-time event; however, Brewster Village
is looking for regular volunteers to spend
time with its residents. Through volunteering at the Casino Day on Saturday, April
26, students get a taste of being a regular
volunteer at the center.
There are many benefits of the 7 Days
of Service, but the greatest of these is the
effect on the community. Throughout the
course of this week, the student body is
reaching out and helping in the community
we have all come to call home. Hopefully,
the week will inspire its competitors to
become more active volunteers outside of
the weeklong competition.
For more information on how to get
involved in the community contact the
Volunteer and Community Service Center.
They would love to hear from you.

Students aid in landscaping at Riverview Gardens.
Photo by Laura Lepink.
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Spoken word artist Buddy Wakefield entertains and enlights
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

__________________________

The lights were dimmed in
the Esch-Hurvis room of the Warch
Campus Center on Wednesday,
April 16 as the audience awaited
the spoken word performance of
critically acclaimed poet, Buddy
Wakefield.
Freshman Malcolm LunnCraft spearheaded the operation
to bring Wakefield to campus with
the help of SOUP and Professor
Keith Pitts, Set Design and Staging
Coordinator and Lecturer of
Theatre Arts.
Lunn-Craft thanked the
audience—a sizeable turnout—
for being there and supporting
the performance. Lunn-Craft then
introduced the opening artist,
freshman Cael Neary, who read
one of his poems.

The piece revolved around
conceptions of identity and how
one friend told Neary he had a
“Seattle Soul,” which became the
title of the poem. The notion of
transformation as a conscious act
and wanting to meet certain criteria to fulfill an idea of a personality or a lifestyle fueled his
performance.
The sentiments expressed in
Neary’s poem, though personal,
resonated widely with the audience. His eloquence, poise and
feeling in his reading lent themselves to a smooth and beautiful
performance.
After Neary’s recitation of
his poem, Lunn-Craft then introduced Pitts, who had studied with
Wakefield and had hoped for a
performance of his at Lawrence
University for a long time. He spoke
of his gratitude for Lunn-Craft’s
work in arranging for Wakefield
to perform and of his deep respect

for Wakefield. Pitts sang his praises and given Wakefield’s powerful
performance, he deserved them.
Wakefield won the World
Slam Poetry Championship in
the Individual division two years
in a row and the International
Poetry Festival against the poets
of seven European countries with
his poems translated into Dutch.
Additionally, he has published
three books of poetry – “Some
They Can’t Contain,” “Live for a
Living” and “Gentleman Practice.”
He has also released three
spoken word albums entitled
“A Stretch of Presence,” “Run on
Anything” and “Live at the Typer
Cannon Grand,” the last of which
he called his “favorite thing” at the
merchandise table (such a glowing recommendation immediately
prompted me to buy it).
Given his expanse of accolades and publications, one could
have expected a rather formal

performer, but Wakefield walked
onto the small stage in a beanie,
jeans and a hoodie. His casual,
relaxed attitude and laidback
speaking voice not only rendered
the performance space more comfortable, but also served as a counterpoint to the most vehement
moments in his poems when his
voice grew the loudest and when
he urged the audience to listen.
His performance style is
unique—a word we Lawrentians
see and hear constantly, but in
Wakefield’s case, the positive
adjective is fully warranted. He
joked about not being able to see
the audience, but then shared his
views on religion, gay marriage,
bigotry, freedom, self-expression,
love, motherhood, death and
related his experiences growing
up in Texas to the idea of growing
up in the Midwest.
The subjects of his poems
have boggled the minds of phi-

losophers both ancient and contemporary, but he discussed them
with such ease and power of conviction that I was left with chills
and, inevitably, teary eyes.
The intricacy of his metaphors combined with the relevance of the issues he discussed
and his animated physicality
made for a moving show.
He related to his audience
and imparted his take on controversial issues, finding the commonalities between us, but also
speaking to us with wisdom from
a sensitive, conscious perspective
that we should be reluctant to
ignore.
He offered hugs to anyone
and everyone who wanted them
after the show. His humor, kindness, passion and humility were
inspiring.

Iggy Azalea’s sophmore
Book Review
album complete success “The Weird Sisters” provides a
Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer

_________________________

Azalea’s sophomore studio
release is an impressive demonstration of her rap and compositional abilities. The album is composed of mostly solid standalone
tracks. Azalea delivers lyrically
and pairs most of her raps with
impressive backing melodies.
Further, her use of guest artists
is on point throughout the album,
and the collaborations often foreshadow new chart toppers.
The album begins with “Walk
The Line,” a haunting rap track.
Azalea’s lyrical abilities are well
demonstrated and the chorus
melody is catchy and flows into
the verses impeccably. “100” with
WatchTheDuck
pairs
an
extremely
catchy guitar
melody
with
Azalea’s
rap.
The acoustic,
almost Spanish
guitar style creates track that
seems to be
meant for a sunset drive above
the Valley. Next,
“Change Your
Life feat. T.I.” is likely the next
chart topper by Azalea. While the
track is not a personal favorite,
it is absolutely something you’ll
be listening to on a top 40 radio
station in the next few weeks.
T.I. compliments an already welldone composition by Azalea.
Towards the middle of
the album you can find “Fancy
feat. Charli XCX.” This track has
already graced the charts and gotten media attention for its music
video, a play on the 90’s movie
“Clueless.” The music video made
it a personal favorite, but the track
itself is an excellent composition
and features some impressive
rapping from Azalea. For instance,
the line “And I’m still in the Murda
Bizness/I can hold you down, like
I’m givin’ lessons in physics” is

somehow an instant favorite.
The next notable track is
“Impossible Is Nothing,” the
typical rags to riches song that
motivates listeners to work for
success. Regardless of how many
times we’ve heard that message
from artists, Azaela somehow
makes it her own with great lyrics like, “My prayer for you is that
you hit all them goals you tryna’
reach/I even hope at one point
that you take it further that me”.
There’s something simple and
honest about the lyrics that take
the track to a really impressive
level when accompanied by the
dramatic underlying melody.
On a lighter note is the track
“F*** Love,” which I can guarantee
will be playing in every frat house
and house party within the next
few months. The melody is modeled or copied
from
every
other drunk
dance party
song
that
exists, but the
raps are best
explained as
what a female
Kanye would
sound
like.
“ G o d d e s s ”,
“Black Widow
feat.
Rita
Ora,” “Lady Patra feat. Mavado,”
“Bounce” and “Rolex,” a great
breakup song, are other excellent
tracks on the album.
Overall, Azaela’s sophomore
attempt in a complete success.
She manages to keep the rapping
complex, playful and honest while
producing melodically appealing compositions, which is often
a real challenge for rappers. My
favorite thing about this album is
that my favorite tracks were often
standalone compositions rather
than collaborations. To me, this
shows how talented Azaela is, and
how much she is coming into her
own as an artist. This album is
likely to gain serious momentum
after her successful singles, and,
like the title suggests, become a
new classic.

delightful, Shakespeare inspired read
Natalie Schermer
Staff Writer

______________________

While the title of Eleanor
Brown’s “The Weird Sisters”
instantly evokes pictures of
the three haggard crones from
Shakespeare’s
“Macbeth,”
Brown’s three sisters, three
women in their 30s from a tiny
Midwestern college town, are
decidedly less imposing, and
Brown’s story is definitely more
of a contemporary fiction than
a Shakespearean fantasy. The
sisters do, however, have a connection to the bard.
Rosalind, Bianca and
Cordelia are the daughters
of a Shakespeare professor at tiny liberal arts school
Barnwell College. Their father’s
Shakespeare obsession extends
far beyond his job, however,
as evidenced by his daughters’
names—each that of a different Shakespearean heroine.
He lives, breathes and sleeps
Shakespeare, and the three
girls, Rose, Bean and Cordy for
short, were raised on the Bard’s
verses. To this day, the family
communicates at least half the
time with Shakespeare’s words,
and that number is much higher for their father.
The reader encounters this
literary family at a crossroad
period in their lives. Each of the
sisters has ventured out into
the world, and each is dealing
with very different problems.
Rose is trying to figure out how
to reconcile her homebody tendencies and her desire for free-

dom and a job with her love for
her fiancé Jonathan, who is currently working in England.
Bean is battling crippling
debt in the wake of her failure
as a New Yorker, having stolen
piles of money from the law
firm at which she worked. And
Cordy, always the free spirit,
who spent the better parts of
her life traveling aimlessly in
vans and at shows with fellow
hippies, finds out that she’s
pregnant. The sisters, with no
other place to really go, return
home, all at the same time,
where, to top it off, their mother
is sick with breast cancer. They
must learn to live not only with
each other, but perhaps more
importantly, with themselves.
“The Weird Sisters” is on
the surface a novel of family,
of coming together after years
apart and learning to accept
those nearest to you despite
their faults and frustrating habits and even coming to eventually appreciate them. It is also a

novel of trust, of learning to let
go and open up to those who
are all too willing to help and
encourage you. But more than
all, perhaps, it is a novel of healing. While the sisters’ mother is
the obvious case, as she grapples throughout the novel with
the cancerous disease that is
sapping her strength and her
soul, each of the sisters manifests her own method of healing as well.
Rose finds confidence
in facing new countries and
finally leaving the nest she
had refused to admit she was
attached to. Bean embraces her
wrongdoing and begins working to counteract her sins and
repay her mountainous debts.
And Cordy comes to terms with
the reinvention of her life and
finally makes the choice to settle down. But their journey to
acceptance is a difficult one,
and each of the sisters, as independent as the characters after
which they are named, must
find her own path.
“The Weird Sisters” serves
as a delightfully literary soothing reminder that really, in
the end, everything will be
okay. Don’t be put off by its
Shakespearean nature and don’t
feel that you have to review
Macbeth before reading—all
references are background, and
they come off as charming rather than pretentious. If you’re
looking for something light but
still compelling, “The Weird
Sisters” offers a satisfying story
with a unique literary bent.
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SPOTLIGHT
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

______________________

The sidewalks of College
Avenue, a mountain pass, a trail
through a park between dense
forestry. People established
these paths to get from place
to place. One may see them as
merely means to an end, but
greater depth exists behind
paths. Senior photography student Will Melnick is fascinated
by the beauty and profundity
of paths, of the journeys and
human traces they represent.
In an effort illustrate the aesthetic and symbolic potential
of paths, he created a series of
pathway photographs. These
photographs are now on display
in his gallery “Landmarks” on
the third floor of Warch Campus
Center.
Melnick is an economics
major and studio art minor. He
appreciates economics for the
directness and clarity of its logical theory. He is also interested
by how the social science makes
value judgments on things like
time and effort.
His interest in studio art of
course stems from his passion
for photography, which he has
held onto for as long as he can
remember. He received his first
camera when he was four years
old and has collected them ever
since. The mechanics of the camera fascinated him. Additionally,
photography was a convenient
medium for him to express his
artistic ideas without having to
draw, paint, or otherwise shape
them with his hands.

Melnick hails from western
Massachusetts. His homeland
served as the main inspiration
for his photography series.
“I lived in New England for
18 years, and got familiar with
the land in that time,” explained
Melnick. “So I knew these places, but I never really appreciated them, their beauty. But
after going to Wisconsin, where
everything is flat, and after taking classes and learning more
about art here, I gained a better
eye for really appreciating these
landscapes.”
Melnick is generally drawn
to landscapes. He finds that path
landscapes in particular have
an interesting structure. As he
uses primarily film photography, he puts a lot of emphasis on
the structure of the shot. He is
captivated by the way images of
paths are set up, with the beginning and end left ambiguous.
“Visually, paths appeal to
me,” continued Melnick. “I like
the idea of being on a path. For
me, it’s—this might sound cliché—but it reminds me of the
paths we’re on in life.”
One of the main facets in
this series is how paths inherently leave human traces. If
someone walks through a forest
every day, obviously their path
will eventually be patted down
to the point where it will be left
behind long after that person
is gone. Paths also symbolize
human connection. They connect Point A to Point B, so the
people of each respective point
are able to meet. In addition,
paths are a universal benchmark in landscapes. Everyone
needs to move, so images of

WILL
MELNICK

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

paths end up being strikingly
familiar.
“Something I found interesting,” said Melnick, “is that a
huge amount of people came
up to me and said ‘Oh, I know
where that picture was taken,’
or at least ‘I know a place just
like this’ or ‘I feel like I’ve been
here before.’”
Melnick has been photographer for and Photo Editor of

the Lawrentian, president of the
Photography Club, and a member of the rowing team.
As of this writing, Melnick
is still figuring out his post-grad
plans. It seems appropriate to
contextualize this within the
path metaphor. His path may
soon turn beyond the border of
the image, but his journey will
continue ever forward.

Artist series
yeilds beautiful,
haunting music
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

In Christian mythology, the
seraphim were divine warrior
angels, which typically manifested
in the form of great wheels of fire
with six wings hiding their true
form, which was too terrible for
the eyes of humans to behold. The
word “spectral” means that something is like a ghost, and there
is a DC comics character called
The Spectre, who is a seraphim
who acts as the embodiment of
divine wrath. Both of these words,
therefore, have an element of the
divine, a sense of being something
otherworldly that haunts those
who witness it.
Whether all of this is a coincidence (it almost definitely is,
please do not try and make a conspiracy out of it, as fun as that
may sound) or if the two groups
have accurate names (they do)
matters not, because the Seraphic
Fire vocal group and the Spektral
Quartet, a string group based in
Chicago, united together to perform Haydn’s “The Seven Last
Words of Christ” to great fanfare
in the Chapel Friday, April 18.
The piece, which is a traditional meditation on the seven last
phrases Christ spoke before he
died on the cross, worked as a perfect soundtrack for Good Friday,
the unified voices of the Seraphic
Fire overlapping perfectly with
the Spektral Quartet’s music, both
of them equally excellent alone
but synergizing to create something greater when together. In
a performance that lasted a little
over an hour, they delivered waves
upon waves of music with voice
and instrument, creating a sort of
comforting shroud of sound that
enveloped the audience, so much
that you could see people starting

See page 11
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Brian Payton reveals WWII romance, secrets
Devin Ross
A&E Editor

_______________________

“The Wind is not a River,”
a World War II novel by Brian
Payton, is centered on a journalist and his wife. John Easley,
previously a writer for national
geographic, discovers the war
has moved onto American soil
in the Alaskan Aleutian Islands,
while he is there studying the
wildlife and land. Soon after, the
United States government evicts
all reporters and native Alaskans
out of the territory, and moves
in some 500,000 US soldiers to
fight the Japanese that are slowly moving across the islands. The
US government doesn’t want the
American population finding out
that the war has moved onto US
soil, and censors all news, letters and postcards that leave the
territory.
A year later Easley decides
that it is his duty, as one of the

few people that knows what is
going on in Alaska, to go back
and write about the war. He
leaves his wife, Helen, and travels back to Alaska under the disguise of a Canadian Soldier. Soon
after, the plane John is traveling on crashes into the ocean,
and he and an American soldier,
Karl, are stranded together on a
remote island, presumed dead.
John and Karl attempt to survive
on their Island by killing birds
with stones and stealing coal at
night from a nearby Japanese
base.
Meanwhile, Helen, alone
and confused, does not know
what has happened to John. He
has not gotten in touch with her,
and because of a fight they had
before his leaving, she doesn’t
know where he has gone. While
she quickly figures out that
Alaska was his final destination,
she does not know where he
is now, or how to find him. She
soon decides to go in search of

him and joins a group of female
entertainers that travel around
the different army bases, entertaining the troops with dancing
and music.
The majority of the book
consists of chapters flipping
back and forth between the survival of John and Helen’s search
for him. Certain aspects of this
book were fascinating; I previously had no knowledge of
World War II being fought up
in Alaska, and that made for an
intriguing read.
However, most of this book
I found to be tedious and repetitive. The half of the book describing John’s attempts at survival
produced the same problems
and situations over and over
again. He runs out of food frequently, his feet are wet, and the
weather is bad. He begins to hallucinate, and wants to give up on
life but does not have the courage to kill himself. The other half
of the book is Helen trying to

decide if she should go after him,
and then finally going to look
for him. Helen, on the surface is
a likable character, but underneath is a rather simple minded
person, consistently dependent
on the help of others and suck
in the sexism of the 1940’s, making her point of view frustrating
to read.
Even further, neither of the
two main characters are fully
developed. I felt no real empathy for John’s situation and the
hardships he faced, because the
reader knows almost nothing
about him. The few things we
find out give the reader some
background and even help us to
understand him more, but these
episodes are too few and far
between and come too late in
the story. In fact, I was more
empathetic to Karl who we learn
quite a bit about, but he dies off
halfway through the story, leaving the readers with an unhappy
alternative.

One of the smaller points I
wanted clarified as I was reading the book was the title. It
finally does come up towards
the end of the book, however it
does not entirely make sense.
I understand it is supposed to
mean that suffering is like the
wind, it comes and goes unlike a
river that is constantly flowing.
However, the book does not give

See page 12
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Dr. Paul Farmer’s Convocation
Dr. Paul Farmer inspired the future doctors and activists among us while informing others on
the current state of global health equity in his convocation, “In the Company of the Poor.” The ideals and strategies in the convocation were applauded by all in attendance. However, not all found
his casual and personal method of speaking satisfactory; some found his jokes and anecdotes to be
outright offensive.

However, Dr. Farmer’s personable style gave his message a palpably humane quality, and
deflated perceptions that issues of world health are unsolvable in their seriousness. Because he
could joke about his patients’ incredible progress, even when afflicted with tuberculosis, he gave
the impression that no disease should be treated with discomfort. When global health equity brings
life-saving care to the developing world, there is no reason to stigmatize treatable diseases. We
should be glad that Dr. Farmer finds himself in a position to joke; it demonstrates that the medical
community can approach issues of global health with genial hope.

Dr. Farmer explained that he would purposefully leave out content that we could read in his
books. This may have been helpful for the faculty and Appletonians in attendance, as they may
have the time to enjoy his writings. However, his method left us students, who find little time for
“pleasure reading,” feeling as if we had missed out. Perhaps we’ll enjoy his writings once summer
break arrives, but should we really have to wait nearly two months to supplement a convocations
content? His anecdotes and information were inspiring, but many felt let down nonetheless.
All things considered, Dr. Farmer’s presence was an excellent addition to the convocation
series. His approach to global health equity, in the context of his incredible accomplishments, gave
his subject matter While he might not have garnered the same pre-convo buzz as Alison Bechdel,
his innovative approach to global health equity and his remarkable accomplishments made his convocation just as wonderful as any influential cartoonist or celebrity documentarian. While certain
criticisms may be valid, Dr. Farmer clearly delivered on the series’ promise of humor, perspective
and inspiration.

PHOTO POLL

Gustavo Figueroa
Photographer

“How would you describe the
ideal convocation?”

“Something that challenges
what I think and what I’m
learning.”
-Corby Johnson

“Having diverse voices,
that challenge social
issues, BELL HOOKS.”
-Guilberly Louissant

“A conversational, thoughtprovoking, humorous and
compelling convocation.”
-Sara VanSteenbergen

Registration and anarchy
Alan Duff
Columnist

_________________________

By now, we’ve all experienced
how the first few first days of
classes go each term. As we finally
choose our classes, professors
call names off enrollment lists
and drop students until the lists
become Swiss cheese. For large
classes, placement on a waitlist
comes with higher stakes and the
process feels more akin to playing
musical chairs than directing your
education. Clearly, class enrollment has a few quirks.
The fix is simple: Don’t end
registration periods for upcoming
terms and keep everything else
the same. If students want to add
or drop any class for a future term
and have talked it over with their
academic advisors, they should
be able to do so at any time. Say
“so long” to strange waitlists with
no one registered and mid-class
brawls over syllabi in classes
where five students registered
and twenty showed up.
This is so obvious that I can’t
understand why the University
hasn’t done it yet. What is the
worry? If students can register
anytime they want for upcoming
terms, they will do so. That can
only be a good thing. At a liberal
arts institute, if a class interests a
student, they should be rewarded
for their inquisitive nature. The
university shouldn’t attempt to
hold them back. There are plenty
of other reasons to implement this
change as well.
While some Lawrentians
are fabulous long-term planners
who can map out their year like
chess players, many students—by
choice or through no fault of their
own—need to make decisions
about their upcoming classes in a
much shorter time frame.
The Lawrence University

Is the U.S. government
“Boston Strong?”
Alyssa Villaire
Staff Writer

____________________

“Bromance-ish between
Pres. Burstein and Paul
Farmer, #adorbz .”
-Lucy Pipkin

“A celebration of the life
and work of Gabriel García
Márquez.”
-Patricia Vilches

“An engaging speaker.”
-Hannah Ganzel

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

class schedule isn’t some
unchanging tablet; it’s constantly
updated as professors come and
go from campus and as new classes are incorporated. Sometimes
life intervenes for students and
professors and classes have to be
dropped or changed. Sometimes,
students just declare their majors.
Furthermore, some professors have to make special arrangements for the students in their
classes and then let students
know about those changes. The
primary way they do that before
classes start is through the registered list, but when a student cannot register in time, the professor
and the student are both harmed
by the student’s inability to register. Truly, there is no reason not to
change it.
However, I can see why
Lawrence might have limited the
registration process once upon a
time. When everything was processed with paper, the threat of
capricious students would have
been a logical reason to limit
registration time periods. If students could have changed their
minds constantly regarding future
terms’ classes, a lot of paper
would have been wasted. As an
environmentally conscious institution, Lawrence University may
have tried to avoid such frivolous
waste. But now, when all it only
takes a few clicks to add or drop a
course, I see no reason for such a
limitation.
Some final questions: How
does the University even go about
deciding when to end and begin
some of these registration periods
anyway? Why are halfway points
in the term special? Is there some
secret lunar cycle we’re trying to
adhere to? Do students become
wiser at these points in the term
as they gaze into the sky? Because,
if so, I’d love to hear about it.
Maybe I can register for a course
about it.

On Tuesday, April 15 in
Boston, Vice President Joe Biden
gave an inspiring (if occasionally
poorly worded) speech to commemorate the anniversary of the
Boston Marathon bombing. Biden
praised survivors and Bostonians,
holding them up as an example of
how Americans react to terrorism.
He said, “They try to instill
fear. That’s their objective, that’s
what they tried to do in Boston.
To make us afraid. Not just Boston
afraid—to make America afraid,
so that maybe, maybe we begin
to change our ways. America will
never ever ever stand down. We
are Boston. We are America. We
respond. We endure. We overcome. And we own the finish line.”
The words and ideas Biden
expressed were inspirational and

heartfelt. The United States has
been through a lot of trials in our
recent history and the American
people certainly deserve praise.
However, when I read “That’s
their objective…to make America
afraid, so that maybe, maybe we
begin to change our ways,” a few
things did come to mind: NSA
surveillance and the recent CIA
torture revelations.
When Edward Snowden
revealed that the United States
had been conducting extensive
surveillance on its own citizens,
those who were horrified by the
information saw a country that
was beginning to suffocate on
its own paranoia. The surveillance program was developed in
response to 9/11; in other words,
the attack made our country significantly “change its ways,” to
use Biden’s words, and violate the
privacy of millions of citizens in

See page 12
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The sad story of an American blonde On season 4, episode 3
Emily Nordin
Staff Writer

____________________________________

I’ve always considered being
blond a gift. My hair color made
me unique, made me stand out
from the crowd. In high school,
when non-blondes—or worse,
fake blonds—would ask me if my
hair color was natural, I would
reply with a haughty, “Of course,”
before proceeding to look at their
hair with a mixture of pity and
disdain.
As I’ve gotten older, however, I no longer look at my hair
with such unadulterated fondness. Why? Quite simply, it has a
way of attracting attention. From
my limited time abroad and from
what other people have told me,
this seems to be especially true
in Europe, Latin America or really
anywhere outside Scandinavia.
Everyone wants to befriend or
bed the young lass with flaxen
locks.
Now at this point in the
article, some of you may be asking, “What’s so bad about your
hair attracting attention abroad?”
Well, just that, you attract attention—not from the seductive
young Frenchman or the sultry
Argentinian that you’re imagining,
but from the drunk, the creep or
the man twice your age hanging
around the bus stop. The result
of this attention is never good; at
best, you get verbally harassed or
ripped-off, and, at worse, you get
raped or killed.
I’m not saying that bad stuff
only happens to blond women
because that’s just not true.
However, I do want to argue that
being a blond American woman is
not all it’s cracked up to be. It can
be rather distressing and scary.
Case in point, when I studied
abroad in France this past fall, I

was bothered on the streets on
a semi-regular basis. Part of this
was just the French culture, where
loudly “complimenting” a woman
on the street is considered a fact
of life. A large part of this, though,
was me being a blond amongst a
sea of brunettes. Men could tell
that I was American just by the
way I looked, and thus became
louder and pushier. The prevailing
stereotype of blond women being
fun and promiscuous was not an
easy one to bear.
I vividly remember one
day waiting for the tram at the
University in Nantes. A sleazylooking guy—complete with
greased black hair, bad teeth and

“By virtue of my hair
color, I was a target
of unwanted attention…even at Lawrence…and that’s
just a sad reality in
the 21st Century.”
the beginnings of a moustache—
oozed across the tram tracks to
chat me up. Aside from my blondness, I looked like the stereotypical French person: I was wearing
dark clothes, feigning superiority and boredom and avoiding all
eye contact. Despite this, the first
words out of this guy’s mouth after
“Bonjour” were “Vous n’êtes pas
française” [“You are not French”].
He then proceeded to guess my
nationality, flirt outrageously, ask
me out for a drink and leer at me
after I repeatedly refused him. I
was never so grateful to see the
tram in my life.

These are just a couple
instances in which by virtue of my
hair color, I was a target of unwanted attention. Unfortunately, this is
something that has occurred in
every country I’ve visited or lived
in, including the U.S.
Even at Lawrence, my blondness can be a pain. In fact, just
recently I had the great privilege
of being wolf-whistled at by a few
members of a fraternity here on
campus. One particularly enthusiastic member shouted, “Hey
Blondie, whatcha doin’ tonight?”
followed by a few lewd suggestions. What was I doing? Cutting
across the Quad to get back to my
dorm.
Okay, so what’s my point?
Sometimes I hate being a woman,
and sometimes I hate being blond.
I miss out on a lot of culture simply because I don’t feel safe. At
Lawrence, I don’t go to frat parties—and thereby don’t meet as
many people—because I’m afraid
of getting harassed. In France, I
left a big soccer game early just so
I was guaranteed a safe way home.
In England, I forwent the pleasure
of eating in a pub because I was a
young woman alone on a Friday
night. On my way to Finland, I
stayed locked in my room on an
overnight cruise ship because I
was worried about all the drunks
roaming around.
It’s these abbreviated life
experiences—both at college and
abroad—that bother me the most
about being a blond woman. It’s
not that I’m hesitant to try new
things and meet new people, but
it’s that I’m afraid of what—or
rather, who—my blondness
attracts. I think every woman can
relate to that. We’ve all had times
when we’ve been made to loathe
or fear our hair color, our body
shape, our way of speaking, etc.
And that’s just a sad reality in the
21st century.

Besiege the pink dollhouse:
Feminism and Femininity

Lily Risdall
Staff Writer

________________________

Too often, feminists and nonfeminists alike equate feminism
with anti-femininity. The occasional devil’s advocate loves to
ask how someone can identify as
a feminist and still wear lipstick or
jewelry. Real women don’t wear
pink: \Aren’t we supposed to chop
off our hair and strangle the patriarchy with our burning bras?
No, at least not this feminist. I
rather like make-up and not incinerating my clothing. However, the
degree to which anyone of any
gender likes anything has roots in
our societal norms. According to
admonishing parents, boys don’t
cry, girls don’t roughhouse and
anyone who doesn’t fit in that
binary is conveniently ignored.
Swatting away these gendered
mannerisms becomes easier as
we grow older, but the expectations remain in the unconscious
make-up of our culture.
Certain behaviors and objects
are gendered as masculine or feminine. In modern American culture the most obvious example of
this is the idea that pink is for girls
and blue is for boys. Of course,
these ideas are constantly in flux.
One hundred years ago, pink was

the proper color for baby boys
whereas blue was the color for
girls. Although pink and blue may
change in meaning, the gender
roles continue to exist in a strict
binary.
This mechanism of gender
coding obfuscates the reasons
behind our actions. Does a little girl truly want to dress like a
princess because of her personality, or does she only feel that way
because the media she consumes
and the people she interacts with
tell her to? Would she rather be
playing dinosaurs and robots,
but can’t because those are “for
boys?” If she tries to play with the
masculine coded toys, society will
push her back into the pink plastic
kitchen.
However, a knee-jerk reaction away from gender norms can
still cause people to conform to
gender coding. Any sort of conformity begins to look like a part of
the problem. A girl who plays with
dolls may become too feminine
while, in media, only masculine
women can be heroines. Feminine
women remain love interests and
window dressing, while subversion of traditional gender roles
becomes the expectation.
I’ve certainly been guilty of
claiming a “pink allergy.” Different
schools of feminism have gone
through phases of this in the past,

and it still occurs today. Telling
a little girl she should not play
with dolls is just as harmful as
telling her she should not play
with action figures. Flipping the
gender binary on its head does
nothing to destroy the normative
mechanisms controlling it. A better solution is to educate children
and parents about how gendered
phrases and expectations slip
into our syntax like poison in the
water supply.
Being conscious of how our
society perceives gender is necessary for anyone discovering
their own gender identity. Maybe
a woman does like pink, but she
likes it for her own reasons, not
because people of her gender are
supposed to like it. The goal is to
get away from gendered expectations in general.
Really, the true spirit of feminism lies outside of pointing fingers at problems. Feminists can
be as feminine as they like, as long
as they believe that femininity is
an integral part of their identities.
We’re so entrenched in gender
norms that noticing where they
stop and we begin is nigh impossible. However, we must include
and encourage all types of people,
no matter their gender identities.
Not all women are bra burners at
heart, but that doesn’t make them
better or worse feminists.

Game of Thrones

Danny Davis
Staff Writer

________________________

This op-ed contains spoilers.
I originally wanted to argue
that the rape scene between Cersei
Lannister and Jamie Lannister
was entirely justified because it
had powerful narrative value, was
as shocking as rape could ever be
portrayed on film and because it
contributed slight variations on
the book. However, on Tuesday
I read the interview with Alex
Graves referenced in an article by
the Huffington Post in which he
suggested that the scene ends in
consensual sex. This derailed my
original thesis.
I had assumed that the writers knew very well that they
were filming a rape scene, and
an extremely brutal rape scene
at that. She says no, and he forces
himself onto her; the fact that
Jamie’s actions were sexually
violent is not debatable. Before
I was aware of the remarks that
Graves made, I was ready to fully
support the decision to incorporate this scene in the show. After
a half season of Jamie and Lady
Brienne developing a friendship
that brought out the best in Jamie,
he returns to his sinister characteristics and rapes his sister.
Just when we finally felt safe with
Joffrey dead and Dany still kicking
ass, when all was finally well in
the world of Westeros, the scene
reminded us that the characters
are capable of both the most noble
virtue and despicable vice.
But then Graves said in an
interview with HitFix, “Well, it
becomes consensual by the end.”
His remark suggests that Graves
buys into the rape myth in which
the victim ultimately succumbs to
the temptation of her assailant.
His remarks unfortunately have
grave implications for the show.
First, it means that the scene
is clearly misogynistic. Taken in
context of only the show itself,
the scene is one of several rape
scenes, and a reflection of the
medieval-inspired patriarchal
society, which is of course ‘misogynistic’. However, if the director
portrayed rape and didn’t think it
was rape, we run into a problem.
That doesn’t necessarily mean
that the show itself was sending a
misogynistic message, especially
because the violent patriarchal
society largely determine the
characters’ actions.

Artist series

continued from page 9
to drift out into some other
place, the sound their only companion.
But they are the Seraphic
Fire and the Spektral quartet,
and no matter how comforting
or beautiful the music is, it is still
haunting. The words they sing are
in German, but the translations
provided for the audience are of

Can we accuse the whole
show of being misogynistic or not?
A director filming a rape scene
and not calling it a rape scene is
misogynistic. Not every episode
however is directed by Graves,
which means that if Graves really
does have misogynistic intent,
it isn’t everywhere in the show.
That being said, patriarchy is very
prevalent in the show; we need to
bear in mind that the show in part
reflects the values of medieval
societies, for better or for worse.
I doubt that Graves, Martin or any
other individual that contributes
to Thrones aims to glorify brutal
patriarchy. Martin and the other
writers meticulously engineer the
show to make us feel very specific
emotions at very specific times.
In spite of the show’s patriarchal
violence, for instance, we often
feel sympathy towards female
characters, especially Brienne and
Dany, when they are mistreated
by male characters.
The rape scene was extremely effective, in that it made viewers feel profoundly disturbed at
the image of sexual violence. Even
if it wasn’t the intent of the director, the reaction we all had was
“right.” We saw a twisted character rape his own sister and we
felt disturbed. So what then do
we exactly make of Grave’s comment? The backlash that Graves is
currently receiving sends a clear
message: He is just one of many
who still fails to understand that
anything but a clearly stated “yes”
is rape.
This doesn’t mean that the
show is soured or that he should
be fired. Even if Graves didn’t send
the message he had intended,
he conveyed the narrative that
Cersei Lannister was raped by her
brother, which was adequately
comprehended by the viewers of
the show. The show can reconcile
itself by doing two thing: First
Graves should apologize and recognize that nobody agrees with
his interpretation. Second, the
show needs to drive home the
tragic aftermath of the rape. The
rape scene was powerful affective, so the relationship between
Cersei and Jamie needs to change
correspondingly to Cersei’s traumatic experience. Regardless, fans
of the show will continue to watch
the show, and critics of the show
will continue to criticize it and
Graves’s comment will be swallowed up by the mass of misogyny-related gripes that the show
brushes off week after week.
Christ’s dying pleading to God.
The string music accompanies the
feeling, and adds tragedy into the
chorus. When the performance is
over, we clapped, but there was
a weight on our chests, a heaviness resulting from what we had
heard. We would be haunted by
this performance for a long time
yet to come.
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Brian Payton

continued from page 9
us that same impression. The two
protagonists suffer the entirety
of the book, and even the end is
not satisfying in that respect. The
reprieve from suffering we grasp
briefly when they are reunited
comes to an end too quickly to

Boston Strong
continued from page 10

order to weed out a few potential
terrorists.
Meanwhile, leaks from
a recent CIA report show what
“Salon” called “systematic abuses of power and human rights.”
These revelations include the
“black site” at Guantanamo where
the CIA tortured terrorism suspects, the unexplained deaths of
ten former suspected terrorists
who were handed over from the
CIA to foreign governments and
the agency’s total disregard for
the legal process that condoned
some, but not all, of their pre-

be satisfying to a reader that has
been waiting for that moment for
250 plus pages.
“The Wind is not a River”
is by no means a boring book.
However, I think it is intended for
a specific type of audience that
I do not belong to. Those who
really enjoyed “Brian’s Winter”
would certainly enjoy this book,
as well as any romantic minded

World War II buff. The surviving
aspect could have been thrilling,
however Payton focused more on
the psychological effects it had
on Easley than on anything else.
While, I do not think this is a story
I will be picking up again later in a
fond remembrance, I do not regret
reading it, and would definitely
still suggest it to my historical fiction inclined friends.

ferred methods of torture. Once
again, we see a significant change
in the way our country operates,
bureaucratically and morally, due
to the 9/11 attack.
With the knowledge that our
country’s government has been
going to these lengths to prevent
future attacks, how can we agree
with Biden that we are not afraid?
The CIA and NSA efforts surely are
not the results of the transcendent
fearlessness that Biden describes.
While the vice president’s
speech was meant to be inspirational, it also begs the question:
What happens when we depend
on such an illusion of government
that doesn’t sacrifice its values
when tragedies strike? In light of

recent evidence demonstrating
our government’s willingness to
overlook individual rights for collective security, this question is
especially pertinent.
Obviously these changes
haven’t come out of nowhere; the
U.S. has felt deep aftershocks as a
result of the 21st century’s terrorist attacks. We have experienced
irreplaceable losses, but we also
have to acknowledge that perhaps
we haven’t been as resilient as
Biden would have us believe. Are
the government’s fearful reactions
to terrorism unwarranted? That
isn’t an easy question, but if you’re
an American it is important to figure out what your answer is.
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